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Abstract 
This document describes how to import the Enterprise Scaled Agile reports delivered via archive 

files published on the external SAFe Landing page and the best practices for deploying those 
reports as widgets on your CLM application dashboard(s). 
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Enterprise Scaled Agile Reports Overview 
Last Update: Friday, December 15, 2017 

Change History: 

2017-12-15 First revision (Enterprise, Essential, Portfolio Reports) 

STOP and READ! 

The Enterprise Scaled Agile reports provided are for the Rational Data Warehouse. 

We do not yet support LQE as a data source.  

Derby is not a supported database so please ensure your Rational Data Warehouse 

is based on a supported technology. 

 

This document describes the set of Jazz Reporting Service (JRS) reports developed to support Enterprise 

Scaled Agile processes and metrics, including those prescribed by the Scaled Agile Framework® (SAFe®).  

Details provided include:  

• How to import the reports into an existing CLM environment 

• The archive files provided and which reports they contain 

• A detailed description of the reports, including how they align with SAFe (where applicable) 

• Information on how to create report widgets on your dashboard, including how to set filters 

Assumption & Limitations 
The reports provided align with specific releases and domain models. Some of them require use of the 

SAFe 4.5 templates, but not all of them.  

• Release: All of the reports were developed in a JRS 6.0.4 environment, so they will work in 6.0.4 or 

later. In many cases, they can be used in earlier releases.  

• Domain Model: The reports are developed using Whatthe Enterprise Scaled Agile Domain Models to 

define traceability across artifacts. If your domain models differ, you will need to import and then 

copy/edit the reports to match your model.  

• SAFe Template Dependency: Many of the reports assume you are using the SAFe 4.5 templates, 

though not all of them. The reports are packaged in archives to allow you to determine the 

dependency to SAFe.  

• Advanced SQL: In some cases, the reports are developed using Advanced SQL rather than Report 

Builder native features. We try to use basic SQL that is not specific to DB2, Oracle, etc.. These 

reports often will work in older versions of CLM. These reports include [Advanced SQL] as part of 

the report name.  

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/files/app#/file/61797b04-cd98-4f56-ba2a-6911c03b3a10
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Archive Files 
Table 1: Report Archive Descriptions below describes the archive files delivered and what they contain 

at a high level.  

Archive File Purpose 

Enterprise Reports (6.0.4) Use this archive if you are not using the SAFe templates! 
These reports do not depend on SAFe or any other out-of-the-
box templates, although in some cases work item types and 
attributes are assumed to exist (for example, Story Points may be 
required). In many cases, the work item type is generic, allowing 
you to use filters to indicate work item types and scope.  

Essential SAFe (6.0.4) These reports support the Essential SAFe configuration, which 
includes the Program and Team levels. Use these reports to 
provide progress, status, roadmaps, and trends related to 
Programs and Teams. The complete domain model has details, 
but essentially these reports consider the Feature <has child> 
Story and Program Epic <has child> Feature taxonomies. 
Depending Other reports include those for value-based delivery 
that involve the PI Objective. 

Portfolio SAFe (6.0.4) These reports support the Portfolio SAFe configuration, which 
includes the Portfolio, Program and Team levels (from a 
reporting perspective). Use these reports to provide progress, 
status, roadmaps, and trends related to Programs and Teams. 
The complete domain model has details, but essentially these 
reports consider the taxonomy Portfolio Epic <tracks> Program 
Epics <has child> Features <has child> Stories. Some of the 
Essential SAFe reports may also be in this archive file. Additional 
reports pull in requirements and quality management artifacts as 
well.  

Large Solution SAFe (6.0.4) 
(Not yet available) 

These reports support the Large Solution SAFe configuration, 
which includes the Large Solution, Program and Team levels 
(from a reporting perspective). Use these reports to provide 
progress, status, roadmaps, and trends related to Large 
Solutions, Programs and Teams. The complete domain model has 
details, but essentially these reports consider the taxonomy 
Solution Epic <has child> Capability <tracks> Features <has child> 
Stories. Some of the Essential SAFe reports may also be in this 
archive file. Additional reports pull in requirements and quality 
management artifacts as well. 

Full SAFe (6.0.4) 
(Not yet available) 

These reports support the Full SAFe configuration, which 
includes the Portfolio, Large Solution, Program and Team levels 
(from a reporting perspective). Use these reports to provide 
progress, status, roadmaps, and trends related to a SAFe 
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portfolio across all levels. The complete domain model has 
details, but essentially these reports consider the taxonomy 
Portfolio Epic < has child> Solution Epic <has child> Capability 
<tracks> Features <has child> Stories. Some of the Essential SAFe 
reports may also be in this archive file. Additional reports pull in 
requirements and quality management artifacts as well. 

Table 1: Report Archive Descriptions 

Which Archive Files Do I Need?  
The answer to this depends on which SAFe configurations you have in place in your tooling 

environment. The image overlays the SAFe big picture with where the archive files come into play.  

  

Reports Catalogs 
Each of the sections below fully describe the set of reports available, by archive file. Look through them 

to decide which archives make sense in your environment. You cannot import a portion of an archive, 

but you do not need to import all of them. If you do not have a complete, cross-domain Full SAFe 

environment, you may encounter warnings on import. This is completely fine.  

Essential 

SAFe  

Portfolio 

SAFe  

Enterprise 

Reports  
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Enterprise Reports (6.0.4) 
Table 2: Enterprise Reports below describes the set of reports available for enterprise environments 

regardless of the templates in use. These are limited to RTC and, for the most part, do not expect any 

particular domain model except for generic parent/child or grandparent/parent/child relationships 

between work items. 

Table 2: Enterprise Reports 

Report Description Filters 
Active “Soft” 
Dependencies 

Shows all active (i.e. unresolved) 
work that has been marked as 
blocked at any level as specified by 
selecting the Blocked attribute on 
any RTC work item type that 
includes that attribute. Filters allow 
you to limit the scope and include 
resolved work items in the result 
set. 

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project Areas 
included [Optional] 

2. Identify the Blocked Team [Required] 
3. Include resolved work items [Optional]  

Default: Unresolved only 

Active 
Dependencies 

Shows all active (i.e. unresolved) 
dependencies across the Portfolio 
at any level as specified by the 
existence of a blocks/depends on 
link between two RTC work items of 
any type.    

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project Areas 
included [Optional] 

2. Identify the blocked and blocking 
teams [Required] 

3. Include resolved work items [Optional] 

Defined Effort – 
Story Points (2-
Level) [Advanced 
SQL] 

Shows the defined effort to deliver 
parent work items as a sum of Story 
Points aggregated from that 
parent’s immediate child Stories. 
The parent/child link is assumed, 
and the child must be a Story, but 
the parent work item type can be 
any work item type.  
 

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project Areas 
included [Optional] 

2. Identify the Program(s) [Required] 
3. Specify the parent work item type 

[Required] 
4. Specify the target PI for the parent 

(by name)  [Required] – Separate 
multiple values with commas 

5. Specify the target sprint for the 
Stories (by name) [Required] – 
Separate multiple values with commas 

Defined Effort in 
Story Points (3-
Level) [Advanced 
SQL] 

Shows the defined effort in Story 
Points to deliver grandparent work 
items as a sum of child Stories 
aggregated through a parent work 
item.  The parent/child link is 
assumed, and the child must be a 
Story, but the grandparent and 
parent work item types can be any 
work item type. 
  

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project Areas 
included [Optional] 

2. Identify the Program(s) [Required] 
3. Specify the grandparent work item 

type [Required] 
4. Specify the parent work item type 

[Required] 
5. Specify the target PI for the 

grandparent (by name)  [Required] – 
Separate multiple values with commas 

6. Specify the target sprint for the 
Stories (by name) [Required] – 
Separate multiple values with commas 
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Parent Work Item 
Progress (by 
count, by status) 

Shows the Parent work item 
progress as a count of child work 
items by status (New, In Progress, 
and Accepted) for the specified 
parent and child iterations. The 
filters can be used to scope the 
results and indicate parent and child 
work item types.  
This report can be used to show 
status of Features with child Stories, 
or Epics with child Features, for 
example.  

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project Areas 
included [Required] 

2. Specify the child work item type 
[Optional] 
Default: Feature 

3. Specify the Parent Iteration 
[Required] 

4. Specify the parent work item type 
[Optional] 
Default: Program Epic 

5. Include only resolved or unresolved 
“features” [Optional] 

Program Velocity 
[Advanced SQL] 

Shows the velocity of the Program 
as a measure of Story Points for 
Features by Program PI aggregated 
from the Team level. Total Story 
Points, as well as Completed and 
Open Story Points are displayed 
graphically. The details show the 
Features by name with a 
breakdown of story points total, 
open and completed by Team. 

1. Specify the RTC project area scope 
[Required] 

2. Specify the Program [Required] 

Team Work Item 
Progress (by 
count, by status) 

Shows the Team progress as a count 
of child work items by status (New, 
In Progress, and Accepted) for the 
specified parent and child 
iterations. The filters can be used to 
scope the results and indicate 
parent and child work item types.  
This report can be used to show 
status of Features with child Stories, 
or Epics with child Features, for 
example  

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project Areas 
included [Required] 

2. Specify the Team Iteration [Required] 
3. Specify the child work item type 

[Optional] 
Default: Story 

4. Specify the Parent Iteration 
[Required] 

5. Specify the parent work item type 
[Optional]  
Default: Feature 

Unresolved 
Defects by 
Program 

Shows the defects that are not 
resolved and not on the backlog, 
grouped by Program, with their 
associated Test Plan (if any). Note 
that if RQM is not in use – or not in 
scope – you can still use this report. 

1. Limit the scope of RTC (and RQM) 
Project Areas included [Required] 

2. Specify to not include specific Defect 
Iterations [Required] 

3. Specify the Program(s)/Team(s) that 
own the defetcts [Required] 

4. Include Resolved and Unresolved 
defects [Optional] 
Default: Unresolved 

Essential SAFe (6.0.4) 
Table 3: Essential SAFe Reports below describes the set of reports available for Essential SAFe tooling 

environments. These reports cover the Program and Team levels. In some cases, the report is generic 

enough that, via scoping, the same report can also exist for Portfolio, Full and/or Large Solution levels.  
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Table 3: Essential SAFe Reports 

Report Description Filters 
Estimated vs 
Actual Story 
Points 

Shows the comparison between estimated 
story points specified during planning and 
the actual story points completed for the 
specified work item type(s). Use filters to 
specify the project area scope, the 
iteration scope and work item type(s) to 
report on. Valid work item types are the 
SAFe types with the Estimated and Actual 
Story Points attributes: Portfolio Epic, 
Solution Epic, Program Epic, Capability, 
Feature.  

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project 
Areas included [Required] 

2. Specify the SAFe work item 
type(s) to report on [Required] 

3. Specify the iteration scope to 
report on [Required] 

4. Exclude Resolved or Unresolved 
work items [Optional] 
Default: Resolved, Unresolved 

 

Feature Progress 
Measure – 
Specific PIs 
[Advanced SQL] 

The Feature Progress Measure provides an 
at-a-glance view of the status of Features 
in a Program. The report shows the story 
point estimates and actuals aggregated 
from the child Stories of the Features.  
Use this version of the report to limit the PI 
scope.  

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project 
Areas included [Required] 

2. Limit the Programs in scope 
[Required] 

3. Specify the Feature PIs to 
include (by name, comma-
delimited [Required] 

Feature Progress 
Measure 
[Advanced SQL] 

The Feature Progress Measure provides an 
at-a-glance view of the status of Features 
in a Program. The report shows the story 
point estimates and actuals aggregated 
from the child Stories of the Features.  
 

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project 
Areas included [Optional] 
Default: All project areas with 
Features 

2. Limit the Programs in scope 
[Optional] 
 

Features: Defined 
Effort (Story 
Points) 

Displays the defined effort as a sum of 
Story Points for "feature" work item types 
by rolling up the Story Points from child 
Stories. The child must be a Story, but the 
parent "feature" work item type can be 
specified. The default is a Feature. The link 
to Stories is required.  
Note: If you'd like to have this kind of 
report, but you are not using the SAFe 
template, consider the Defined Effort in 
Story Points reports contained in 
Enterprise Reporting. 

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project 
Areas included [Optional] 
Default: All project areas 

2. Limit the Programs in scope 
[Optional] 

 

PI Performance 
Report 

This report shows the average achieved 
value over time for the specified Large 
Solution, Program or Team scope, grouped 
by iteration. This report allows you to drill 
down into the details of the average 
achieved value to view specific PI 
Objectives that contributed to the overall 
average. 

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project 
Areas included [Optional] 
Default: All project areas 

2. Specify the PI Objective Type 
[Optional] 
Default: Team 

3. Limit the Team Ownership 
scope [Optional] 
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Best practice suggests that a range 
between 80% - 100% indicates release 
stability and is a measure of predictability 
over time. Teams that are wildly above or 
below that threshold are considered 
unpredictable.  

Default: All 
4. Limit the iteration scope 

[Optional]  
Default: All 

 

Planned Business 
Value 

Shows the planned business value in 
progress for any scope within a Portfolio at 
the Solution, Program or Team level. Limit 
the results to a specific Solution, Program, 
or Team by setting the Owning Team and 
PI Objective Type.  

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project 
Areas included [Optional] 
Default: All project areas 

2. Specify the PI Objective Type 
[Optional] 
Default: All 

3. Limit the PI Objective PIs in 
scope [Required] 

 

Program Epic 
Progress Measure 
– Specific PIs 
[Advanced SQL] 

The Feature Progress Measure provides an 
at-a-glance view of the status of Features 
in a Program. The report shows the story 
point estimates and actuals aggregated 
from the child Stories of the Features.  
Use this version of the report to limit the PI 
scope.  

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project 
Areas included [Required] 

2. Limit the Programs in scope 
[Required] 

3. Specify the Feature PIs to 
include (by name, comma-
delimited [Required] 

Program Epic 
Progress Measure 
[Advanced SQL] 

The Program Epic Progress Measure 
provides an at-a-glance view of the status 
of Program Epics in a Portfolio. The report 
shows the story point estimates and 
actuals through the traversal from Program 
Epic to child Features to child Stories. 

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project 
Areas included [Required] 

2. Limit the Programs in scope 
[Required] 
 

Program Epics: 
Defined Effort 
(Story Points) 

Displays the defined effort as a sum of 
Story Points for "program epic" work item 
types by rolling up the Story Points from 
child "features" that have child Stories. The 
leaf-most child must be a Story, but the 
parent "feature" and grandparent 
"program epic" work item types can be 
specified. The defaults are Program Epic 
and Feature. The children links are 
required.  
Note: If you'd like to have this kind of 
report, but you are not using the SAFe 
template, consider the Defined Effort in 
Story Points reports contained in 
Enterprise Reporting. 

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project 
Areas included [Required] 

2. Specify the “feature” work item 
type [Optional] 
Default: Feature 

3. Limit the Feature PIs in scope 
[Required] 

4. Specify the “program epic” 
work item type [Optional] 
Default: Program Epic 

 

Program 
Roadmap (by 
Team, by PI) 

Roadmap view of team-level work with PI 
objectives, aligned to "features". Results 
are grouped by feature PI and owning 
Team. Use the Team Owner filter to scope 

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project 
Areas included [Optional] 
Default: All project areas 
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to a Team level; the default is Program 
level.  
 
This report can be used in a hybrid 
environment if the PI Objective work item 
type is added to project areas not using the 
SAFe template. The "feature" and "story" 
work item types can be specified, but 
default to Feature and Story, respectively. 
The domain model is feature <has child> 
story <contributes to> PI Objective. 

2. Specify the “feature” work item 
type [Optional] 
Default: Feature 

3. Specify the “story” work item 
type [Optional] 
Default: Story 

4. Limit the Feature PIs in scope 
[Optional] 
Default: All PIs 

5. Specify the Team Owner 
[Optional] 
Default: All Teams 

6. Specify the Story Iteration 
[Optional] 
Default: All iterations 

Ready for System 
Demo 

Shows work items completed and ready for 
a System Demonstration. Limit the scope 
to a Solution, Program or Team by setting 
the PI Objective type appropriately. By 
default, the report provides results at the 
Portfolio level across Solutions, Programs, 
and Teams for all iterations. 
This report can be used in a hybrid 
environment if the PI Objective work item 
type is added to project areas not using the 
SAFe template.  

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project 
Areas included [Optional] 
Default: All project areas 

2. PI Objective Iteration [Optional] 
Default: All 

3. Specify the “contributing” work 
item type [Optional] 
Default: Capability, Feature, 
Story 

4. Limit the PI Objective Type 
[Optional] 
Default: Solution, Program, 
Team 

 

 

Portfolio SAFe (6.0.4) 
Table 4: Portfolio SAFe Reports below describes the set of reports available for Portfolio SAFe tooling 

environments. These reports cover the Portfolio level, but include reports that aggregate Program and 

Team level information to provide roadmaps, progress and status up to the Portfolio. In some cases, the 

report is generic enough that, via scoping, the same report can also exist for Full and/or Large Solution 

levels.  

Table 4: Portfolio SAFe Reports 

Report Description Filters 
All Committed 
Program Work for 
Active Strategic 
Themes (By 
Count) 

Shows the committed Program-level work 
(# of “features”) currently being tracked for 
the current Program Increment for active 
Strategic Themes. This report is intended to 
show the distribution of work across the 
Strategic Themes to ensure the proper 
balance of investments. This report will 

1. Limit the scope of project 
areas (RDNG + RTC) [Required] 

2. Specify the “program epic” 
type [Optional] 
Default: Program Epic 

3. Specify the Feature PI scope 
[Required] 
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consider non-SAFe-based Programs in the 
aggregated count of work items. 

4. Specify the “feature” type 
[Optional] 
Default: Feature 

All Committed 
Program Work for 
Active Strategic 
Themes (By Story 
Points) 

Shows the committed Program-level work 
(# of Story Points on Stories) currently 
being tracked for the current Program 
Increment for active Strategic Themes. This 
report is intended to show the distribution 
of work across the Strategic Themes to 
ensure the proper balance of investments. 
This report requires the SAFe templates 
because it relies on the numeric Story 
Points attribute. 

1. Limit the scope of project 
areas (RDNG + RTC) [Required] 

2. Specify the Feature PI scope 
[Required] 

 

All Committed 
Team Work for 
Active Strategic 
Themes (By 
Count) 

Shows the committed Team-level work (# 
of “stories”) currently being tracked for the 
current Program Increment for active 
Strategic Themes. This report is intended to 
show the distribution of work across the 
Strategic Themes to ensure the proper 
balance of investments. This report will 
consider non-SAFe-based Programs in the 
aggregated count of work items. 

1. Limit the scope of project 
areas (RDNG + RTC) [Required] 

2. Specify the “program epic” 
type [Optional] 
Default: Program Epic 

3. Specify the Feature PI scope 
[Required] 

4. Specify the “story” type 
[Optional] 
Default: Story 

5. Specify the “feature” type 
[Optional] 
Default: Feature 

Estimated vs 
Actual Story 
Points 

Shows the comparison between estimated 
story points specified during planning and 
the actual story points completed for the 
specified work item type(s). Use filters to 
specify the project area scope, the iteration 
scope and work item type(s) to report on. 
Valid work item types are the SAFe types 
with the Estimated and Actual Story Points 
attributes: Portfolio Epic, Solution Epic, 
Program Epic, Capability, Feature.  

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project 
Areas included [Required] 

2. Specify the SAFe work item 
type(s) to report on [Required] 

3. Specify the iteration scope to 
report on [Required] 

4. Exclude Resolved or 
Unresolved work items 
[Optional] 
Default: Resolved, Unresolved 

Planned 
Architectural 
Runway (Features 
by Program) 

Shows the roadmap of Enabler Features by 
planned iteration, grouped by Program. 
The table view provides the detailed 
breakdown of work from Portfolio Epics 
through team-level work items. Only the 
Portfolio Epic > Program Epic > Feature 
part of the traversal tree is required, so this 
report also shows work in Analysis at the 
Program level. 

1. Limit the scope of project areas 
(RTC) [Optional] 
Default: All 

2. Specify the Feature PI scope 
[Optional] 
Default: All 
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Planned Portfolio 
Roadmap (By 
Program PI) 

Shows the # of "program epics" (and 
"features") for each Portfolio Epic planned 
on the roadmap, grouped by Program PI. 
The table shows details including target 
planned Program Epic PIs and related 
Features (if they exist). 

1. Limit the scope of project areas 
(RDNG + RTC) 
Default: All 

2. Specify the “program epic” 
type [Optional] 
Default: Program Epic 

3. Specify the “feature” type 
[Optional] 
Default: Feature 

Planned Portfolio 
Roadmap (By 
Program) 

Shows the # of "program epics" (and 
"features") for each Portfolio Epic planned 
on the roadmap, grouped by Program. The 
table shows details including target 
planned Program Epic PIs and related 
Features (if they exist). 

1. Limit the scope of project areas 
(RDNG + RTC) 
Default: All 

2. Specify the “program epic” 
type [Optional] 
Default: Program Epic 

3. Specify the “feature” type 
[Optional] 
Default: Feature 

Planned Program 
Features without 
Associated 
Portfolio Epic 

This report shows the Program "features" 
currently committed for the specified PI 
that do not have any associated Portfolio 
Epic traceability. Use this report to 
understand potential process violations for 
the iterations being planned. Note that it is 
not against SAFe guidance to have locally 
interjected Features and Program Epics, so 
this is purely informational.  
Note: There are two traversal trees in this 
report so while it seems the filters are 
duplicated, specify values in both sets of 
filters.  

1. Limit the scope of project 
areas (RTC) [Required] 

2. Specify the Feature PI scope 
[Required]  

3. Specify the “program epic” 
type [Optional] 
Default: Program Epic 

4. Specify the “feature” type 
[Optional] 
Default: Feature 

Portfolio Epic 
Progress Measure 
[Advanced SQL] 

The Portfolio Epic Progress Measure 
provides an at-a-glance view of the status 
of Portfolio Epics in a Portfolio. The 
Portfolio SAFe report shows the story point 
estimates and actuals through the traversal 
from Portfolio Epic > Program Epic > 
Feature > Story.  

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project 
Areas included [Optional] 
Default: All  

Portfolio Epic 
Progress Report 
(By Program) 

Shows the set of "features" that are new, in 
progress, and complete for "program 
epics" planned for the current Program 
Increment: Portfolio Epic > Program Epic > 
Feature. This report gives an indication at a 
point in time as to the progress of Epics 
and alerts to any plan issues. 

1. Limit the scope of project 
areas (RTC) [Required] 

2. Specify the Feature PI scope 
[Required]  

3. Specify the “program epic” 
type [Optional] 
Default: Program Epic 

4. Specify the “feature” type 
[Optional] 
Default: Feature 
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Portfolio Epic 
Progress Report 
(By Portfolio Epic) 

Shows the set of "features" that are new, in 
progress, and complete for "program 
epics" planned for the current Program 
Increment grouped by Portfolio Epic: 
Portfolio Epic > Program Epic > Feature. 
This report gives an indication at a point in 
time as to the progress of Epics and alerts 
to any plan issues. 

1. Limit the scope of project 
areas (RTC) [Required] 

2. Specify the Feature PI scope 
[Required]  

3. Specify the “program epic” 
type [Optional] 
Default: Program Epic 

4. Specify the “feature” type 
[Optional] 
Default: Feature 

Portfolio Epics: 
Defined Effort 

Displays the defined effort as a sum of 
Story Points for Portfolio Epics by rolling up 
the Story Points through tracked “program 
epics” with child "features" that have child 
Stories. The leaf-most child must be a 
Story, but the parent "feature" and 
grandparent "program epic" work item 
types can be specified. The defaults are 
Program Epic and Feature. The children 
links are required.  
Note: If you'd like to have this kind of 
report, but you are not using the SAFe 
template, consider the Defined Effort in 
Story Points reports contained in 
Enterprise Reporting. 

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project 
Areas included [Required] 

2. Specify the “feature” work item 
type [Optional] 
Default: Feature 

3. Limit the Feature PIs in scope 
[Required] 

4. Specify the “program epic” 
work item type [Optional] 
Default: Program Epic 

 

Portfolio Status Shows the # of resolved Features for each 
Portfolio Epic by PI across the Portfolio. 

1. Limit the scope of RTC Project 
Areas included [Required] 

2. Specify the “feature” work item 
type [Optional] 
Default: Feature 

3. Limit the Program Epic PIs in 
scope [Required] 

4. Specify the “program epic” 
status [Optional] 
Default: Resolved, Unresolved 

5. Specify the “program epic” 
work item type [Optional] 
Default: Program Epic 

Program 
Budgeted 
Investment 

Shows the budgeted investment for each of 
the Programs within a Solution (Value 
Stream) compared to the Program's 
Solution (Value Stream) budgeted 
investment.  The table shows details 
including the precise budgeted capacity 
and investment for the Solutions (Value 
Streams) as well as the break down by 
Program and alignment with Strategic 
Themes.  

1. Limit the scope of RDNG 
Project Areas included 
[Optional] 
Default: All project areas 
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Notes:  
1. Even in Portfolio SAFe, there can be 

Value Streams articulated in RDNG 
with allocated budget.  

2. There is a version of this report for 
Large Solution SAFe that does not 
include the Strategic Theme 
alignment.  

3. This report applies to RDNG only, so if 
you are not using RDNG it may not 
import successfully.  

Proposed 
Architectural 
Runway (Features 
by Program) 

Shows the roadmap of Enabler Features by 
proposed iteration, grouped by Program. 
The table view provides the detailed 
breakdown of work from Portfolio Epics 
through team-level work items. Only the 
Portfolio Epic > Program Epic > Feature 
part of the traversal tree is required, so this 
report also shows work in Analysis at the 
Program level. 

1. Limit the scope of project areas 
(RTC) [Optional] 
Default: All 

2. Specify the Feature PI scope 
[Optional] 
Default: All 

 
 

Proposed 
Portfolio 
Roadmap (By 
Program PI) 

Shows the # of "program epics" (and 
"features") for each Portfolio Epic planned 
on the roadmap, grouped by Program PI. 
The table shows details including target 
planned Program Epic PIs and related 
Features (if they exist). 

1. Limit the scope of project areas 
(RDNG + RTC) 
Default: All 

2. Specify the “program epic” 
type [Optional] 
Default: Program Epic 

3. Specify the “feature” type 
[Optional] 
Default: Feature 

Proposed 
Portfolio 
Roadmap (By 
Program) 

Shows the # of "program epics" (and 
"features") for each Portfolio Epic planned 
on the roadmap, grouped by Program. The 
table shows details including target 
planned Program Epic PIs and related 
Features (if they exist). 

4. Limit the scope of project areas 
(RDNG + RTC) 
Default: All 

5. Specify the “program epic” 
type [Optional] 
Default: Program Epic 

6. Specify the “feature” type 
[Optional] 
Default: Feature 

Solution (Value 
Stream) 
Investment & 
Opportunity 

Shows the Total Market Opportunity as 
well as the budgeted and allocated 
investment (when specified) for each 
Solution (Value Stream) in the Portfolio. 
Details include the budgeted and allocated 
capacity based on the investment. 
Alignment by Strategic Themes is included.  
 
Notes:  

1. Limit the scope of RDNG 
Project Areas included 
[Optional] 
Default: All project areas 
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1. Even in Portfolio SAFe, there can be 
Value Streams articulated in RDNG 
with allocated budget.  

2. There is a version of this report for 
Large Solution SAFe that does not 
include the Strategic Theme 
alignment.  

3. This report applies to RDNG only, so if 
you are not using RDNG it may not 
import successfully. 

Importing the Enterprise Scaled Agile Reports 
In this section, we describe how you can import the Enterprise Scaled Agile report archive files into your 

CLM environment.   

Some of the reports in the archives listed above will import successfully with or without any SAFe 

project areas created that contain real or sample data. In particular, you can import all of the Enterprise 

Reports (6.0.4) reports without any SAFe metadata. Most of the reports in the SAFe-specific archives 

will not import successfully until you have SAFe 4.5 projects with real or sample data collected in the 

Data Warehouse. Review the Troubleshooting section for further information.  

Preparing for Import 
In order to import the SAFe 4.5 reports, you must have a correctly configured SAFe 4.5 environment and 

then ensure your JRS is prepared properly. Follow these steps.  

1. Establish a SAFe tooling environment, using one of these options: 

• Configure an existing environment to support SAFe 4.5 following these instructions: 

Configuring SAFe 4.5 in CLM 

• Use the beta templates following these instructions: How to use the SAFe 4.5 templates in 

CLM 

2. Run data collection via the Data Collection application:  

a. Launch DCC in your browser: https://<host>:<port>/dcc/web 

b. Click Run all data warehouse collection jobs 

c. Ensure all jobs complete successfully  

3. Refresh your JRS data warehouse Data Source:  

a. Launch JRS in your browser: https://<host>:<port>/rs 

b. Click the Report Builder menu drop-down, then Admin:  

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/files/app#/file/dde97292-cdf9-4535-bc44-00d0274991e9
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/files/app#/file/37b5df91-1c26-4191-b31b-b4250494cfc0
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/files/app#/file/37b5df91-1c26-4191-b31b-b4250494cfc0
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c. Click Data Sources and select the appropriate data source to refresh:  

 

d. Edit the data warehouse data source and click Refresh: 

 

Importing the Reports 
Download the reporting archives of interest to you and then import them into JRS following these steps.  

1. In Report Builder, click Admin to go to the Report Builder Administration page and import one or 

more of the SAFe reports archive files:  
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a. In Import ready-to-use reports, select Optional: Import additional reports such as those 

provided by IBM, business partners, or others. 

b. Browse to the location where you have downloaded the applicable SAFe report archives and 

select any one of them. Click OK.  

c. Repeat this process to import the remaining archive files.  

If you have followed all of the steps above and have both a CLM SAFe Portfolio Lifecycle Project Area 

and an RTC Program Project Area with the Value Stream and Program sample artifacts created in RDNG, 

all of the reports should have imported successfully.  

Troubleshooting 
JRS will attempt to import all of the reports in the archive. If it cannot successfully do that, the reports 

that can be imported will be and you will see a list of the successfully imported reports as well as those 

that could not be imported due to errors. It is not a big deal if some of the reports cannot be imported.  

If you encounter errors during the import of SAFe reports, first ensure that you have followed all 

instructions above to prepare your environment before the import. Here are some general reasons why 

your import may result in an error:  

1. You have not created any project areas (any level of CLM), run Data Collection or refreshed 

the Data Source. As described above, metadata must be in the data warehouse and, regardless 

of how little or how much of the SAFe capabilities you are utilizing, you must run data collection 

and refresh the Data Source metadata schema in order for the reports to be imported.  

 

2. You are using RTC only, not RDNG or RQM (or you have not created the Portfolio CLM 

Lifecycle Project Area). In this case, the reports pulling from RDNG will not import successfully.  

 

3. You have created a SAFe Portfolio Lifecycle Project Area, but have not created the required 

sample data. The reports that require the Value Stream and/or Program RDNG artifacts will not 

import successfully, but all other reports are fine.  

 


